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The influence of second-order magneto-optic effects on Kerr effect magnetometry of epitaxial
exchange coupled Fe50Mn50/Ni81Fe19-bilayers is investigated. A procedure for separation of the
first-and second-order contributions is presented. The full angular dependence of both contributions
during the magnetization reversal is extracted from the experimental data and presented using gray
scaled magnetization reversal diagrams. The theoretical description of the investigated system is
based on an extended Stoner–Wohlfarth model, which includes an induced unidirectional and
fourfold anisotropy in the ferromagnet, caused by the coupling to the antiferromagnet. The
agreement between the experimental data and the theoretical model for both the first- and
second-order contributions are good, although a coherent reversal of the magnetization is assumed
in the model. ©2004 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1697640#

I. INTRODUCTION

Since its discovery in 1877 by J. Kerr1 the magneto-optic
Kerr effect ~MOKE! has evolved into a very powerful tool
for characterization of magnetic materials. Due to its high
sensitivity, MOKE magnetometry is widely used for thin film
and multilayer analysis. The high lateral resolution of mod-
ern MOKE magnetometry enables the study of individual
magnetic nanostructures.2–5 Recent developments using stro-
boscopic magneto-optic techniques achieved high time
resolution,6–9 thus enabling the study of the magnetization
dynamics on a picosecond-time scale. Using second har-
monic generation in MOKE measurements results in a high
sensitivity to the magnetization at the interfaces between dif-
ferent materials.10–14

The origin of magneto-optic effects is the spin-orbit in-
teraction. In many cases it is sufficient to treat the magneto-
optic response in first order, i.e., to take into account only
contributions linearly proportional to the magnetization.
However as first shown by Osgoodet al.15 second-order
magneto-optic effects can be important in thin films with
in-plane anisotropy. In particular for magnetization reversal
measurements using MOKE magnetometry the second-order
contributions can lead to asymmetric hysteresis loops,15–19

which are not observed using other magnetometry methods.
On the other hand in exchange bias systems, which consist of
a ferromagnet exchange coupled to an antiferromagnet,

asymmetric hysteresis loops have been reported indepen-
dently of the magnetometry method.20–26 Therefore special
care is necessary when investigating exchange bias systems
using magneto-optical Kerr effect magnetometry in order to
distinguish between the effects caused by second-order
magneto-optics and those caused by the broken symmetry
due to the exchange bias effect.

In this article, we use the epitaxial Fe50Mn50/Ni81Fe19

exchange bias model system to show how second-order
magneto-optic effects affect the magnetization reversal ob-
served in MOKE magnetometry. By utilizing a simple pro-
cedure described in this article both the first- and second-
order effects can easily be separated. The experimental data
is summarized and compared with an extended Stoner–
Wohlfarth model using magnetization reversal diagrams. Our
approach builds upon a method to extract the linear and the
quadratic Kerr contributions from Kerr effect measurements,
which has recently been proposed by Mattheis and Quednau,
in which a magnetic field of constant field strength is rotated
about the axis normal to the sample surface,~‘‘ROTMOKE’’
method,32,33!. In contrast to this method, which is reminis-
cent of a torque measurement, the method proposed in the
current article is based on the analysis of the magnetization
reversal of the sample under investigation.

II. EXPERIMENT

The samples were prepared in an UHV system with a
base pressure of 5310211 mbar. In order to epitaxially growa!Electronic address: mewes@mps.ohio-state.edu
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Fe50Mn50/Ni81Fe19 bilayers single crystalline MgO~001!
substrates were used, first depositing a buffer layer system
consisting of Fe~0.5 nm!/Pt~5 nm!/Cu~100 nm!described in
detail elsewhere.27 The samples consist of a 10 nm thick
Fe50Mn50 layer and a 5 nm thick Ni81Fe19 layer covered by 2
nm Cu in order to ensure symmetric interfaces and by 1.5 nm
Cr to prevent oxidation. The different materials were evapo-
rated using either ane-beam evaporator~Fe, Pt, Ni81Fe19,
Cr! or Knudsen cells~Cu, Mn!, with typical evaporation
rates ranging from 0.01 to 0.1 nm/s. The layer composition
and crystallographic structure was characterized using a
combined low energy electron diffraction~LEED! and Auger
system. Further structural investigation was performed using
reflecting high energy diffraction andin situ scanning tunnel-
ing microscopy~STM!. The samples were heated after depo-
sition in UHV slightly above the bulk Ne´el-temperature of
Fe50Mn50 ~500 K!, while a magnetic field of 500 Oe was
applied along the in-plane@100#-direction of Ni81Fe19 during
cool down.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A Fe50Mn50 layer deposited on top of the Cu~001!buffer
layer by coevaporation of Fe bye-beam evaporation and Mn
from a Knudsen cell also grows in~001! orientation, with
@100#FeMni@100#Cu. The surface morphology consists of
rather large terraces with small monoatomic islands on top.
These small islands have a large size distribution, as can be
seen in the STM image in Fig. 1~a!. Ni81Fe19 deposited on
Fe50Mn50 ~001! also grows in~001! orientation but shows a
broadening of the LEED spots due to the formation of small
islands with an average size of 10 nm, while the larger ter-
races of the underlying Fe50Mn50 are still visible, as can be
seen in Fig. 1~b!.

The magnetic properties of a
Fe50Mn50 (10 nm)/Ni81Fe19 (5 nm) bilayer are measured us-
ing Kerr effect magnetometry. The magnetic field is applied
collinear to the plane of the incidents-polarized light. The
angleaH of the in-plane@100#-direction of the Ni81Fe19 layer
relative to the plane of the incident light is varied from 0° to
360° in 1° steps by rotating the sample. For all experimental
data obtained from this rotation the decreasing field branch is
shown in Fig. 2, using a magnetization reversal diagram with
a gray scale proportional to the Kerr rotation. This kind of
data visualization enables the presentation of the whole an-
gular dependence of the magnetization reversal in a single
diagram and was described in detail elsewhere.28 As can be
seen in this figure the magnetization reversal diagram of the
Fe50Mn50/Ni81Fe19 exchange bias system shows an asymme-
try. In the following it will be shown that this asymmetry is
not due to the symmetry breaking effect of the exchange bias
effect but due to quadratic contributions to the Kerr rotation.
This asymmetry impedes a correct determination of the an-
gular dependence of the coercive field and the exchange bias
field from the raw data causing those quantities to be asym-
metric with respect to the in-plane angleaH .

The Kerr rotationuKerr,s in longitudinal geometry with
s-polarized light and the sample magnetized in the plane of
the sample surface, can be written as follows.19,32–35

FIG. 1. ~a! STM image of a 10 nm thick~001!-oriented Fe50Mn50-layer
grown on MgO~001!/Fe/Pt/Cu, the scan area is 0.4mm30.4mm, with a full
height scale of 2 nm. The inset shows the LEED pattern of the same surface
at a primary energy of 109 eV.~b! STM image of a 5 nm thick~001!-
oriented Ni81Fe19-layer grown on top of a 10 nm thick Fe50Mn50-layer, the
scan area is 0.4mm30.4mm, with a full height scale of 2 nm. The inset
shows the LEED pattern of the same surface at a primary energy of 128 eV.

FIG. 2. Magnetization reversal diagram for the branch of the hysteresis
curve with decreasing external magnetic field of an epitaxial
Ni81Fe19 /Fe50Mn50 sample, as measured using Kerr effect magnetometery.
The grayscale is proportional to the Kerr rotation. The regions where the
asymmetry discussed is most obvious are marked ‘‘A’’ and ‘‘B.’’
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uKer,s5qKerr
longM i1qKerr

quadM iM' , ~1!

where M i and M' are the in-plane magnetization compo-
nents parallel and perpendicular to the plane of incidence of
the light. qKerr

long andqKerr
quad are the longitudinal and quadratic

proportionality factors of the Kerr rotation. The second-order
term proportional to the product of the longitudinal and
transverse component is the reflection analogy of the Voigt
effect19,29–31 and gives rise to the asymmetry observed in
Fig. 2. The two contributions to the Kerr rotation can be
separated by making use of the symmetry of the problem as
follows. As illustrated in Fig. 3, if the in-plane angleaH of
the sample with respect to the plane of the incident light is
changed by 180° and the sign of the magnetic fieldHW is
reversed the same magnetization reversal process should be
observed. However by doing so the first term in Eq.~1! pro-
portional toM i changes sign while the second term propor-
tional to M iM' will have the same sign for both sample
orientations. This leads to apparently different magnetization
reversal curves observed in Kerr effect magnetometry, an
example of which is shown in Fig. 4~a!.

By calculating the difference of the magnetization rever-
sal for aH and aH1180° the Kerr rotationuKerr

long caused by
the longitudinal component of the magnetizationM i can be
reconstructed

FIG. 3. Geometry used to separate the different contributions to the Kerr
rotation uKerr,s . ~a! Situation for an angleaH of the @100#-direction with
respect to the plane of the incident light~characterized by the wave-vector

kW ). ~b! Equivalent situation with rotation of the sample by 180° and reversed
direction of the applied magnetic field. The filled circle marks the orienta-
tion of the sample.

FIG. 4. Magnetization reversal for two equivalent anglesaH590° ~open
symbols!andaH5270° ~line!. Note that the sign of the magnetic field for
the magnetization reversal ataH5270° was reversed, so that the reversal is
equivalent to that ataH590°. In ~b! the linear longitudinal contribution
uKerr

long to the Kerr rotation of the magnetization reversal in~a! is shown, while
in ~c! the second-order contributionuKerr

quad is shown.
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uKerr
long

ª@uKerr~aH!2uKerr~aH1180°!#/25qKerr
longM i . ~2!

This is shown in Fig. 4~b!for the magnetization reversals
shown in part~a! of the same figure. On the other hand the
quadratic contributionuKerr

quad to the Kerr rotation can be ob-
tained by calculating the average of the Kerr rotation ataH

andaH1180°

uKerr
quad

ª@uKerr~aH!1uKerr~aH1180°!#/25qKerr
quadM iM' ,

~3!

as shown in Fig. 4~c!.
By carrying out the same kind of analysis for all angles

aH the magnetization reversal diagram foruKerr
long , i.e., for the

longitudinal component of the magnetization, can be recon-
structed, as is shown in Fig. 5~a!. Consequently in this figure
the asymmetry that was observed in Fig. 2 is no longer
present. The two regions marked ‘‘A’’ and ‘‘B’’ in Fig. 2 are
now equivalent because the exchange bias field was induced
along the high symmetry@100# direction of Ni81Fe19. Note
however, that the symmetry breaking effect of the exchange
bias effect is still visible in this diagram. A similar diagram
can be constructed for the quadratic contributionuKerr

quad to the
Kerr rotation, as shown in Fig. 5~b!. As this diagram contains

information about the productM iM' it reflects the corre-
sponding symmetry@see also Fig. 7~b!discussed later#.

The reversal data of the longitudinal component of the
magnetization in Fig. 5~a!is used to derive the angular de-
pendence of the exchange bias fieldHeb @see Fig. 6~a!#and
the coercive field HC @see Fig. 6~b!# of the
Fe50Mn50/Ni81Fe19 double layer system. These angular de-
pendencies are then fitted assuming a coherent rotation of the
magnetization and using the perfect-delay convention36

within the framework of an extended Stoner–Wohlfarth
model.28,37 The experimental data can be reasonably well
described by including a unidirectional anisotropyK1 and a
fourfold anisotropyK4 contribution to Gibb’s free energyg
of the system, which in turn can be written as

g52K1 cos~aM !1K4 sin2~aM !cos2~aM !

2HMS cos~aM2aH!. ~4!

A fit of the experimental data shown in Fig. 6 using the
Gibb’s free energy given by Eq.~4! results in a unidirectional
anisotropy K15(2.760.1) erg/cm3 and a fourfold anisot-
ropy K45(4.960.2) erg/cm3. Note that the appearance of
an induced fourfold anisotropy in addition to the unidirec-

FIG. 5. ~a! Measured magnetization reversal diagram foruKerr
long caused by the

longitudinal component of the magnetizationM i . In ~b! the corresponding
reversal diagram of the second-order contributionuKerr

quad caused byM iM' is
shown. In both graphs the grayscales are chosen differently in order to fit the
respective data range.

FIG. 6. Angular dependence of~a! the exchange bias field and~b! the
coercivity. The experimental data is shown as solid symbols, while the fit
using Eq.~4! is shown as open symbols.
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tional anisotropy in epitaxial Fe50Mn50/Ni81Fe19-bilayer sys-
tems has recently been shown theoretically using a vector
spin model.38 The resulting angular dependence of the ex-
change bias fieldHeb and the coercive fieldHC predicted by
the extended Stoner–Wohlfarth model is also shown in
Fig. 6.

In order to complete the picture of the magnetization
reversal that results from these anisotropies within the ex-
tended Stoner–Wohlfarth model in Fig. 7 the reversal dia-
grams are given for bothM i and M iM' . These two dia-
grams correspond to the expected linear and second-order
contribution to the magneto-optic Kerr effect, respectively,
and can therefore be directly compared with the experimental
results in Fig. 5. Given the simplification of a coherent mag-
netization reversal process assumed in the extended Stoner–
Wohlfarth model and the small number of fitting parameters
the agreement between the model and the experimental re-
sults is surprisingly good. However one notices differences
between the model calculations and the experimental results
especially along the axis parallel to the easy direction of the
unidirectional anisotropy, i.e., around 0° and 180°. Similar
deviations have been observed in epitaxial NiFe/FeMn
bilayers28 ~i.e., in a system with reversed layer sequence! and
may be related to thermal activation37 or to domain forma-

tion and propagation, which are not taken into account in the
Stoner–Wohlfarth model.

IV. SUMMARY

In summary, we have shown that second-order magneto-
optic effects are present in exchange coupled epitaxial
Fe50Mn50/Ni81Fe19-bilayers. By using the method of adding
and subtracting the Kerr signals@Eqs. ~2! and ~3!#, as de-
scribed in this article it is possible to easily separate the first-
and second-order contributions. Thereby the asymmetry re-
lated to magneto-optics can also be separated from the one
associated with the exchange bias effect. The experimental
data can thus be analyzed within an extended Stoner–
Wohlfarth model, which describes well the overall angular
dependence of the magnetization reversal. The observed dif-
ferences between the experimental data and the Stoner–
Wohlfarth model may be caused by thermal activation or
domain formation and propagation.
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